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Several degradation processes limit the lifetime of polymer electrolyte membranes in fuel

cells. One of these processes is humidity changes during the operation of the cell, which

causes swelling and shrinking of the polymer electrolyte membrane. Changes in mem-

brane size lead to periodic mechanical stresses, which damage the polymer. This damage

leads to the formation of cracks in the membrane and, thus, results in early failure of the

fuel cell.

This study presents a theoretical model that predicts the membrane lifetime depending

on the thickness of the membrane and operating conditions of the periodic humidity cycle

such as: amplitude of the humidity variation in the cycle, cycle duration, and temperature.

The model is based on the assumption that mechanical destruction of the polymer elec-

trolyte membrane, constrained in the fuel cell, occurs when the deformation energy

applied to the membrane reaches a maximum value. The mechanical stress and defor-

mation energy are estimated using the modified Eyring equation [Burlatsky et al., 2012].

The proposed model takes into account the influence of the temperature and water con-

centration on the membrane mechanical properties. The water concentration in the

membrane is simulated by considering the water sorption/desorption kinetics and water

sorption isotherm of the membrane.

The model was used to predict the lifetime of the non-reinforced membrane Nafion.

The calculation results show that membrane mechanical durability correlates positively

with increasing membrane thickness and temperature. The increase in the amplitude of

the humidity cycle decreases membrane mechanical durability. At very short humidity

cycles (�50�100 s), the membrane lifetime declines with increasing period of the humidity

cycle. At higher humidity cycle period (>50�100 s), the increase of the cycle duration leads

to continuous growth of the membrane lifetime.
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols

A area, m2

C1 integration constant

C2 integration constant, 1/s

E Young's modulus, Pa

F force, N

f frequency, Hz

kB Boltzmann's constant, J/K

L membrane thickness, mm

N mechanical membrane lifetime, cycles

Nh mechanical membrane lifetime, h

qT amount of heat energy in a polymer entanglement,

J/m3

RH relative humidity, %

s distance in direction of F, m

T temperature, �C
t time, s

V volume, m3

Vrel relative volume of an entanglement, m3

w specific energy, J/m3

wdef ;max mean maximal deformation energy, J/m3

Greek symbols

a dimensional change coefficient

ε elongation

εx elongation of the PEM in direction x

l average water concentration in the membrane

lmem water concentration inside membrane

lsur water concentration on the membrane surface

l0 starting water concentration in the PEM

s tension, Pa

sx tension parallel to the membrane surface, Pa

tperiod cycle period, s

frelax polymer relaxation time, s

Superscripts and Subscripts

abs absorption

def deformation

des desorption

exp value from experimental data

max related to a maximal value

mem membrane

min related to a minimal value

sim value obtained by simulation

sur surface of the membrane

x direction parallel to the surface of the PEM

Abbreviations

CFD computational fluid dynamics

MEA membrane electrode assembly

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

PEM polymer electrolyte membrane

PEMFC polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
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Introduction

The mechanical stability of proton exchange membranes is

one of key factors limiting the life expectancy of low tem-

perature fuel cells [1e3]. During the last two decades,

numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been

performed in order to investigate themechanical properties of

proton exchange membranes in PEMFC and to identify influ-

ential factors [1,4e34].

The experimental investigations [11e15] showed that the

Young's modulus of Nafion membranes decreases as the

membrane hydration level and temperature increase. The

papers [20,23] report the results of studies on the influence of

the strain rate of Nafion, performed at various humidity levels

and temperatures. The true stress in the membrane declines

as a degree of polyelectrolyte swelling and temperature in-

creases. Similar results have been observed for the yield

stress.

The works [31e34] discuss the experimental results on

Nafion membrane relaxations obtained using the dielectric

spectroscopy and dynamic mechanical analysis at various

temperature and relative humidity. The following relaxations

were detected in the sulfo-cationic perfluorinated polymer

electrolytes: aerelaxation (at f~100�101Hz) is related to the

mobility of the ionomer main and side chains via thermally

activated destabilization of the electrostatic interactions; b-

relaxation (at f~104�105Hz) is associated with the motion of
side chains; while gerelaxation is attributed to local motions

of the fluorocarbon eCF2- backbone segments. Nafion shows

stiffening for temperatures and relative humidities above

90 +C and 60%, which is related to a-relaxation [32].

In order to describe the stress behavior of Nafion under

different conditions, such as various levels of strain or types of

hydro thermal cycling, several models have been presented in

the past [1,18e26].

Solasi et al. [16] proposed a nonlinear, time-dependent,

constitutive model to predict the hydro-thermo mechanical

behavior of Nafion membrane. The two-layer viscoplasticity

model, which consisted of elastoplastic and elastic-viscous

networks, takes into account the rate-dependent and rate-

independent behavior of the polyelectrolyte. The model cal-

culations of the mechanical stress in the membrane at

different strain rates were found to agree satisfactorily with

the relation test results.

Bograchev et al. [9] developed a linear elasticeplastic 2D

finite elements model and applied this model to analyze the

mechanical stress distribution in MEA taking into account the

clamping condition in the fuel cell. The study showed that a

maximum and strongly heterogeneousmechanical stress was

observed under the junction seal joint/graphite plate in the

membrane.

Al-Baghdadi [18] studied the hydro-thermal stress distri-

bution in PEM fuel cells under regular operating conditions by

using a CFD simulation. The obtained results demonstrated

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110
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that the non-uniform distribution of the stresses is due to the

temperature gradient in the cell. This contributes to delami-

nation between the membrane and the gas diffusion layers,

especially at the cathode and can lead to the formation of

cracks during steady-state performance of the fuel cell.

Silberstein et al. [23] characterized the elasticeplastic

behavior of Nafion membrane with monotonic and cycling

uniaxial tension testing as a function of strain rate, temper-

ature, and hydration. Based on the experimental data ob-

tained, they developed a constitutive model that describe the

mechanical behavior of the Nafion membrane under mono-

tonic and cyclic loading profiles in the fuel cell. The simulation

at 25+C showed that the stress-strain behavior remains elas-

ticeplastic for all hydrated states and that the yield stress

decreases with increasing hydration and temperature.

In their paper [25], Silberstein et al. proposed a three-

dimensional constitutive model. The model was applied to

describe mechanical stress by taking into account the biaxial

loading profile under hydro-thermal cycling conditions, which

occur when the membrane is highly constrained in an in-

plane direction and relatively unconstrained in the through-

thickness direction.

Klein et al. [28] investigated a correlation between the

elasticity of Nafion and its water self-diffusion coefficient.

Using pulsed-field gradient NMR, the single membrane was

measured under traction. The study demonstrated that a

membrane held under high tension displayed much higher

water diffusion anisotropy than the non-stretched one. In

order to interpret the experimental data, Klein et al. adapted a

pseudo affine deformation model on Nafion membrane and

simulated the orders of change in parameters of the mem-

brane held under traction. Results showed that the estimated

micro structure parameters were in agreement with data re-

ported in the literature from small angle scattering

experiments.

Burlatsky et al. [1] combined an extended Eyring model of

polymer deformation with a damage accrual model based on

maximum stress in order to estimate the lifetime of a per-

fluorinated membrane GoreSelect® under conditions of hu-

midity cycling in the fuel cell. The calculation showed that at

78+C and a constant humidity on the cathode and humidity

cycling conditions on the anode, the membrane lifetime

increased as the minimal relative humidity level of the cycle

increased.

The present work describes a mathematical model that

was developed to predict the mechanical durability of Nafion

type membranes while taking into account the influences of

the membrane thickness and humidity cycling conditions

such as cycle duration, humidity amplitude, and temperature.
Fig. 1 e Swelling and tension in an non-constrained

membrane (left) and a constrained membrane (right).
Materials

This work addresses non-reinforced Nafion membranes and

their properties, which were observed and for which data has

been published in the literature. The developed model con-

siders only mechanical effects on the life expectancy of the

membrane and disregards the effects of chemical

degradation.
Theory

Assumptions

The developed model that predicts the mechanical durability

of Nafion membrane is based on the following assumptions:

1. Mechanical destruction of the PEM, which is constrained in

the fuel cell, occurs when the deformation energy, caused

by mechanical stress in the membrane, achieves a

maximal value.

2. Themechanical stress in themembrane is considered only

in one direction, parallel to the membrane surface.

3. The maximal value of the deformation energy is deter-

mined by considering mechanical characteristics of the

polymer such as Young's modulus, and elongation and

polymer constants.

4. Membrane elongation is a function of membrane water

concentration lmem.

5. The model takes into account the fact that the Young's
modulus of the polymer membrane increases as the equi-

librium level of the relative humidity and temperature

decreases and does not change over time.

6. The water concentration in the membrane is simulated by

taking into account the kinetics of the water sorption/

desorption processes in the membrane and the water

sorption isotherm e the dependence of the membrane

water concentration on the relative humidity level.

7. The influence of temperature on the water sorption/

desorption processes were neglected.

8. The auxiliary equations describing the mechanical prop-

erties [Young's modulus, water sorption/desorption ki-

netics, elongation) were modelled on the basis of

experimental data published for non-reinforced per-

fluorinated membranes Nafion [8,13].

9. The presented model was developed for the temperature

range 20+C�T�90+C.
Physical model

The variation in humidity leads to a change in the water

concentration lmem of the polymer electrolyte membrane,

causing swelling or shrinking of the membrane film. Fig. 1

demonstrates alterations in the elongation and tension of

non-constrained and constrained membranes at different

membrane water concentrations. When the level of humidity

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110
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decreases the water concentration and length of the uncon-

strainedmembrane decreases (Fig. 1, on the left). In a real fuel

cell, however the membrane is constrained and cannot

change its length. Therefore, when the humidity decreases

the constrained membrane enters a stretched state. In this

case, the alteration of the membrane water content leads to

the development of mechanical stress inside the membrane

(Fig. 1, on the right). During humidity cycling in the fuel cell,

the mechanical stress on the membrane constantly varies,

deforming and gradually damaging the polymer film. After a

certain amount of time, this results in membrane failure

(Fig. 2). The energy provided by the stress, resulting in a

deformation of the membrane, is called deformation energy.

The amount of membrane damage caused by mechanical

stress can be characterized by this deformation energy. The

complete damage of the polymer membrane occurs when the

deformation energy reaches a certain maximal value, as

shown in Fig. 2. Thismaximal value of the deformation energy

depends on the mechanical properties of the polymer such as

described by Young's modulus, and the elongation and poly-

mer constants.
Governing equations

Deformation energy. In accordance with the laws of mechanics,

when the membrane is exposed to stress, this stress will

deform the membrane. The level of this deformation can be

measured by the deformation energy supplied to the mem-

brane (in other words: the membrane absorbs the deforma-

tion energy during the mechanical stress).

The deformation energy wdef absorbed over the time t is

calculated by [35]:

wdef ¼
Z t

0

sx
dεx
dt

dt (1)
Fig. 2 e Damage of the membrane after a) no deformation

b) absorbing a amount of deformation energy smaller than

the maximum deformation energy c) absorbing the

maximum amount of deformation energy. The polymer is

too damaged for further use.
Where sx is the tension in the membrane parallel to the sur-

face and εx is the membrane elongation in the direction of x.

Tension. The tension arising in the membrane during hu-

midity cycling is calculated by using (2), proposed by Burlatsky

et al. [1].

dsxðtÞ
dt

¼ E
vεxðtÞ
vt

����
l

þ Ea
dDlðtÞ
dt

�

� qT

frelax

sinh

�
sxðtÞ
qT

� (2)

They derived equation (2) from the extended Eyring model

for viscous materials.

The first term on the right side of the equation is zero in a

constrained membrane. In this equation, sx is the tension in

the x-direction, E is Young's modulus, which is described

below, a is the dimensional change coefficient, qT is an

empirical material constant, also described below, and frelax is

the polymer relaxation time. The proposed model considers

the general stress relaxation time according to the Maxwell

model for viscoelastic materials [35]. According to the findings

published in [31e34], the relaxation considered in the present

model can be attributed to aerelaxation, which is caused by

the mobility of the Nafion main and side chains.

frelaxwas calculated from the data appearing in Lu et al. [26]

and is shown in Table 1. Dl is the difference between themean

water concentration l and the current water concentration

lmem(t) in the membrane at time t:

DlðtÞ ¼ lmemðtÞ � l (3)

By integrating (2) over the time, the following integral

equation for sx is obtained, assuming that the elongation and

tension is zero at time zero:

sxðtÞ ¼ E a Dl� qT

frelax

Z t

0

sinh

�
sxðtÞ
qT

�
dt (4)

The extended Eyring model considers Nafion to be a series

of polymer chains which are knotted together in entangle-

ments [1]. Some polymer chain links are able to slip out of the

entanglement. The probability of this event can be charac-

terized by qT and is defined as the heat energy kBT per volume

of the entanglement Vrel.

qT ¼ kBT
Vrel

(5)

Burlatsky et al. [1] determined Vrel for a perfluorinated

membrane GoreSelect® (Table 1). This value was taken for the

simulation with Nafion membrane.
Table 1 e Model constants which are used in the present
model.

Symbol Value Ref.

frelax 125 s [26]

Vrel 2.85$10�27m3 [1]

a 0.124 [8]

kB 1.38$10�23 JK�1

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110
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a

b

Fig. 3 e Data from Satterfield and Benziger [13] and fitting

functions (black lines) for the water a) absorption and b)

desorption kinetics of Nafion.
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Auxiliary equations

Humidity cycling. The model considers changes in humidifica-

tion that are equal on both sides of the membrane. In this

work, the alteration in humidity was modelled by using a

rectangular function. For the simulation, experimental data

[11,36] were selected. In these papers, the PEM lifetime was

studied when subjected to humidity cycling under conditions

of “hopping” humidity changes, ranging between a maximum

to a minimum humidity level. These experimental conditions

correspond to the rectangular function of the variation in

humidity.

Membrane water concentration. The mathematical model

approach is based on the assumption that the water concen-

tration in the membrane is constant throughout the mem-

brane. This assumption was made on the basis of

experimental observations [13], which revealed that the water

diffusion through the bulk of the membrane occurs signifi-

cantly more quickly than the water diffusion through the

membrane surface/gas boundaries. The time-dependent

changes in the membrane water concentration are propor-

tional to the differences between the water concentration lsur

directly on the membrane surface and inside the membrane

lmem:

dlmem

dt
flsur � lmem (6)

The solution for this differential equation is

lmem ¼ lsur þ C1e
C2t (7)

To determine the constant C1 the following conditions

were used.

lmem t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ l0
lmem t ¼ ∞ð Þ ¼ lsur with lsur ¼ const:

(8)

where l0 is the water concentration in the membrane at t¼0.

This leads to

lmem ¼ lsur þ ðl0 � lsurÞeC2t with C2 <0 (9)

The water concentration on the membrane surfaces is a

function of the relative humidity, RH. For the calculation of

lsur, a linear approximation [1] for the water sorption isotherm

was applied:

lsur ¼ RH,9þ 3 (10)

Inserting (10) in (9) yields

lmem ¼ 9RHþ 3þ ðl0 � 9RH� 3ÞeC2t with C2 <0 (11)

In order to find out the integral coefficient C2, and identify

the dependence of the coefficient on the membrane thick-

ness, the experimental data of Satterfield and Benziger [13]

were analyzed. At present, the paper is a unique study

devoted to a systematic analysis of the influence of the

membrane thickness and temperature on the water absorp-

tion/desorption kinetics of the perfluorinated polymer elec-

trolytes. The measurements were performed on the Nafion

membranes with quite large thicknesses (51, 127, 254, 606,

mm), that are atypical for the application in realistic fuel cells.

Perhaps the decision for thick membranes was the fact that
such kind of the tests are very challenging for thin polymer

films, and the accuracy of the measurements dramatically

decreases with lowering membrane thickness and sample

weight. They noted that the water diffusion of water vapor

across the membrane interface is significantly slower than

that inside of the membrane and, therefore, is a limiting

factor for the water ab- and desorption rates. The experi-

mental data on water absorption for Nafion membranes are

presented in Fig. 3 a). The dependences of the water absorp-

tion vs. time were described by the exponential equation (11),

where the value Cabs
2 was fitted to each membrane thickness,

thus, that the fitting curve has a satisfactory correlation with

the corresponding experiment. The exponential function (11)

allows describing the experiments using only one variable C2,

which takes into account the influence of the polymer elec-

trolyte thickness on the sorption processes. The same pro-

cedure was carried out for water desorption kinetics to

determine the values of coefficient Cdes
2 (Fig. 3 b)).

The negative inverse values of coefficients C2 as a function

ofmembrane thickness are described adequately by the linear

equations (Fig. 4):

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110


Fig. 4 e Fit of the coefficients ¡1/C2 over the thickness of

the membrane for absorption (dashed line), and desorption

(solid line). The dots are the fitted values of ¡1/C2 from eq.

(11) (Fig. 3a) and b)).

Fig. 5 e Young's modulus as a function of temperature for

different relative humidity levels. The points represent

experimental data reported by Tang et al. [8]. The lines are

the fitted linear functions.
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� 1

Cabs
2

¼ 3:92,Lþ 20:8 for absorption (12)

� 1

Cdes
2

¼ 0:510,Lþ 40:8 for desorption (13)

The fits (12) of the absorption parameters are quite accu-

rate for membrane thicknesses of ca. 50mm. For water

desorption kinetics, equation (13) matches more exactly for

thicknesses of ca. 600mm. Despite the fact that the fits are not

completely accurate for some thicknesses, the fit coefficients

were used, in order to keep themodel simple. However we are

planning to improve this part of our model by using a more

detailed water transport model [37] in the future.

Elongation of the PEM membrane. To calculate the dimen-

sional change of the membrane due to swelling caused by

variations in water concentration, a linear correlation be-

tween elongation and water concentration was drawn:

εxðtÞ ¼ a,lmemðtÞ (14)

Where εx is the elongation of the membrane, which is defined

as change in length over original length and a is the dimen-

sional change coefficient. According to the measurements of

Tang et al. [8], the dimensional change coefficient is listed in

Table 1.

Young's modulus. Young's modulus, E, is a measure of the

tensile characteristics of an elastic material.

For Nafion, the value of Young's modulus essentially de-

pends on the temperature and water concentration of the

material. Tang et al. investigated the Young's modulus of

Nafion at different temperatures and levels of relative hu-

midity [8] (Fig. 5). They analyzed E at four different tempera-

tures ranging from 25+C to 85+C and at four levels of relative

humidity, ranging from 30% to 90%.

For our calculations, the data of Tang et al. were fitted

using a linear function for each RH. For the calculation of

Young's modulus at arbitrary levels of relative humidity, the

fitted parameters were linearly interpolated or extrapolated:
E ¼ ðð0:0281,RH� 2:66ÞTþ
þð � 2:22,RHþ 333ÞÞ$106 (15)

Simulation results and discussion

The developed model of the lifetime of Nafion membranes

was programmed using a Python code. The program contains

the three main sub-routines:

1. The calculation of the membrane water concentration

2. The estimation of the tension caused by humidity cycling

3. The calculation of the deformation energy absorbed by the

membrane and mechanical durability

Humidity cycling was realized using a rectangular function

as described in the previous section, with a constant period

tperiod and at a constant relative humidity change amplitude of

(RHminþRHmax)/2.

Maximal deformation energy. In this model, it is essential to

estimate the maximum deformation energy that non-

reinforced Nafion can absorb before the membrane fails to

function properly. For this reason we scrutinized several ex-

periments that had been conducted to estimate the lifetime of

Nafion membranes under conditions of humidity cycling.

These experimental data are summarized in Table 2. For

these known experiments the maximal deformation energy

was calculated using equation (1). The diversities of results

obtainedmay be due to the different criteria that were used to

determine the failure of the PEM in the experiments and due

to the different experimental techniques. The average value of

the maximal deformation energy is:

wdef ;max ¼ 25,106 J
m3

(16)

Mechanical durability. The model was applied to investigate

the influence of thickness and operating conditions of peri-

odic humidity cycling such as:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.110


Table 2 e Literature data from humidification cycling experiments and calculated maximal deformation energy.

Ref. RHmin/RHmax /% tperiod / s T / +C L /mm Material N / cycles wdef,max / J/m
3

[7] 30/80 1800 65 25 Nafion NR111 100 22.1,106

[11] 0/100 600 90 25 Nafion N111 100 36.5,106

[36] 0/100 7200 100 50 Nafion N112 50 15.4,106
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� Temperature

� Amplitude of the humidity variation in the cycle

� Cycle duration

Figs. 6e7 illustrate the simulation results for the mem-

brane lifetime duration with various membrane thicknesses

and under different humidity cycling operating conditions.

Fig. 6 displays the lifetime of Nafion membranes with various

thicknesses as a function of the minimal RHmin of the hu-

midification cycle (tperiod¼5min), whereby the maximal rela-

tive humidity was kept constant at 100%. The model results

show a pronounced increase in the membrane lifetime at the

minimal relative humidity of the cycle, from around 60 to

99%. It should be mentioned that the change of RHmin from 60

to 90% leads to an increase in the membrane lifetime of one

order of the magnitude, and an even greater increase is

observed when RHmin is changed from 90 to 99%. The

increasing temperature correlates positively with an increase

in the mechanical durability of the membrane (Fig. 7). For the

humidification cycle RHmin/RHmax¼70/100%, tperiod¼5min, a

slight increase in the expected membrane lifetime was

observed for membranes with thicknesses of 10, 25, and

35mm, while the membrane with a thickness 50mm showed a

stronger temperature dependence. The overall low depen-

dence of the lifetime on temperature is caused by the fact, that

the model considers only the temperature dependency of

Young's modulus and neglects the temperature dependency

of the water absorption kinetics.
Fig. 6 e The predicted mechanical lifetime of Nafion

membranes of different thicknesses as a function of the

minimal relative humidity in the cycle. The simulations

were performed for the conditions: T¼70∘C, RHmax¼100%

and tperiod¼5min.
Fig. 8 presents the simulation results of the expected life-

time of Nafion membranes with a thickness of 25mm as a

function of the humidity cycle duration measured in hours

a,b) and in cycle number c,d). As seen from the plots, the

dependence of the expected membrane lifetime on the period

of the humidification cycle passes through a minimum at tcrit,

which is found between ca. 50 to 150 s, depending on the

average humidity level (RHminþRHmax)/2 value and the ampli-

tude (RHmax�RHmin) of the cycle.

Fig. 8 a,c) display the mechanical durability of the mem-

brane at the same amplitude of the variation humidity

(RHmax�RHmin¼20%) in the cycle. As seen from the figure a),

the expected lifetime of Nafion membrane increases with

growing average humidity level. Fig. 8 b,d) illustrate the me-

chanical durability of the membrane at different amplitudes

of the humidity cycle. The results show that an increase of the

humidity cycle amplitudes leads to a decrease in the mem-

branemechanical lifetime,whereby amore pronounced effect

is observed for short cycle periods (�50�100 s).

Fig. 8 a,b) show, that the Nafion mechanical lifetime

expressed in hours goes through minima. For 5 s�tperiod�tcrit

the membrane lifetime decreases with increasing cycle

duration. During such short cycle intervals the membrane is

not able to absorb or desorb water to its equilibrium value,

which is predicted by the water sorption isotherm (10). With

increasing cycling duration, the water concentration varia-

tions are growing and the mechanical damage related to the

membrane swelling/shrinking increases. At the minimum of

themembranemechanical lifetime, observed in Fig. 8 a,b), the
Fig. 7 e The predicted mechanical lifetime of Nafion

membranes with various thicknesses as a function of

temperature. The simulations were performed for

humidity cycle RHmin/RHmax¼70/100% with period

tperiod¼5min.
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a b

c d

Fig. 8 e The predicted mechanical lifetime of Nafion membrane (L¼25mm) as a function of the humidity cycle period: The

plots a, b) show the lifetime in hours and c, d) show the lifetime as number of full humidity cycles. The simulations were

performed at a temperature of T¼70∘C and various amplitudes of the relative humidity cycle a, c) RHmin/RHmax¼0/20; 40/60;

80/100% and b, d) RHmin/RHmax¼50/70; 70/100; 50/100%.
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water concentration changes are reaching their maximum

values, defined by the sorption isotherm as well by RHmin and

RHmax. At the minimum of the mechanical lifetime, observed

in 8 a,b), the damage dealt per time reaches its maximum. At

tperiod>tcrit the damage caused per cycle stays practically con-

stant, this leads to an approximately linear increase of the

lifetime.

Fig. 8 c,d) demonstrate, that the predicted mechanical life-

time, measured in number of RH cycles, stays almost at the

same level for tperiod>tcrit and decreases only slightly. This slight

change can be explained by mechanical relaxation. Although

the swelling changes are at their maximum value, the me-

chanical relaxation process is not fully completed after tcrit.

Thus, the damage due to mechanical relaxation per cycle still

increases with the cycle duration. This relaxation causes addi-

tional damage to the membrane, but it is noticeable smaller

than the damage caused by the membrane swelling/shrinking.

Currently, systematic investigations on the Nafion me-

chanical lifetime as a function of RH cycle condition, tem-

perature andmembrane thickness, which could be used for an

adequate validation of the presented model, are missing.
Nevertheless we found a few experimental measurements

[38e40], which we used to carry out a preliminary justification

of themodel. Table 3 displays the experimental values [38e40]

of the membrane lifetime and operating conditions in these

tests. Panha et al. [38] and Aindow et al. [40] investigated the

mechanical durability of the commercial perfluorinated Gore

membranes of 30mm thickness under relative humidity

cycling in single fuel cells. Macauley et al. [39] performed an

accelerated durability test for Nafion NR211 (25mm) in a stack

design. The tests are arranged in Table 3 according to

increasing amplitude of the RH cycle, cycle duration and

membrane thickness. The last column of the table demon-

strates themagnitudes of themembrane durability calculated

using the present model. Although the model considers a

single constrained membrane (without catalyst layers) and

assumes homogeneous distribution of the water content in

themembrane interface, that does not completely correspond

to the effects in realistic fuel cells, the simulated results agree

qualitatively with the experiments. The calculated values in

Table 3 and the data of Figs. 6 and 8 b) show that the mem-

brane lifetime increases with decreasing amplitude of the
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Table 3 e Comparison of predicted lifetime Nh
sim of unreinforced Nafion with the experiments Nh

exp reported in [38e40].

Ref. RHmin/RHmax /% tperiod / s T / +C L /mm Material Nh
exp /h Nh

sim /h

[38] 0/100 150 70 25 Gore 57, MEA 450 50

[39] 80/100 600 85 30 NR211, MEA 298 202

[40] 30/90 3120 60 30 Gore PRIMEA, MEA 3500 772
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relative humidity, what is well confirmed by the experimental

results. The experiments also approve model predictions that

the membrane durability grows with increasing RH cycle

duration and membrane thickness as demonstrated in Figs.

6e7, 8 b), Table 3. The pronounced deviation of the simu-

lated results for Gore membranes from the experimental

values are most likely related to the reinforcement of the Gore

membranes. As well known the reinforcement significantly

improves the membranes mechanical stability. The investi-

gation reported in [41] showed that the reinforced per-

fluorinated membrane works in the fuel cell around six-times

longer until it fails compared to non-reinforced membranes.

As shown in Table 3, the present calculations deviate by the

factors 9 and 5 from the experiments reported by Panha [38]

and Aindow [40] correspondingly.
Conclusion

This study describes the development of a theoretical model

predicting the mechanical durability of the perfluorinated

membraneNafion used in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell under

conditions of periodic humidity cycling. Themodel is based on

the assumption that mechanical damage to the polymer

electrolyte membrane constrained in the fuel cell occurs

when deformation energy applied to the membrane reaches a

maximal value. The estimation of mechanical stress and

deformation energy was made applying the modified Eyring

equation [1]. The proposed model takes into account the in-

fluence of the temperature and water concentration on the

membrane's mechanical properties. The water concentration

in the membrane is simulated by considering water sorption/

desorption kinetics and the water sorption isotherm of the

membrane.

The model was applied to investigate the influence of

thickness and operating conditions of periodic humidity

cycling such as:

� Temperature

� Amplitude of the humidity variation in the cycle

� Cycle duration

on the lifetime of non-reinforced Nafion membrane.

The calculation results show that the mechanical dura-

bility of Nafion membrane increases as the membrane thick-

ness increases and as the range of variation of humidity levels

in the cycle decreases. The expected lifetime of a membrane

increases as the temperature rises. The dependence of the

expected membrane lifetime on the humidification cycle

period passes through a minima, which is found between ca.

50e150 s, depending on the RH amplitude of the cycle and the

average level of RH.
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